Infor XA Plus Products
Design Group provides enhancements for your Infor XA ERP software. With a variety of solutions
designed to meet your business needs, our offerings will help to alleviate your biggest pain points.
Integration, better security, and having more control over your software are just a few of the benefits
that our solutions bring to the table. With our offerings, you will have more control over your ERP
software than ever before.

Leverage Infor XA based security to manage your
security, minimize issues with separation of duties, and
reduce time in audits.
Best fit: Companies with lots of security maintenanceusually large or growing or high turnover. Also for any
companies needing help with SOX or Separation of
Duties checking.
Typical Pain Points: Can’t keep up with security
maintenance and poor audit performance.

Instead of receiving and issuing in separate steps,
ReceivePlus allows you to do this all in one step Visibility
of open Manufacturing Orders allows faster delivery to
where the item is needed.
Best fit: Companies with heavy receiving or a need to
get items to manufacturing quickly.
Typical Pain Points: Taking too long to separate
incoming items and get them to the location they are
needed.

Everybody has data from external sources that needs to
be brought into their manufacturing system, whether it
be updates from vendors, customers, or consolidation
of data from different locations. ImportPlus makes use
of the System-Link framework native to Infor XA to allow
you to import data just by adding some structure
information into a table. This solution is perfect for
replacing offline loads, initial priming of data and
everyday updates.
Best fit: Companies needing to bring in data from
outside XA, whether that data is from Excel or any other
systems.
Typical Pain Points: Lack of integration with outside
vendors for status updates. Need to update XA data
from spreadsheets such as ABC analysis or item class.

Infor XA itself does not provide for control of Engineering
Changes. Disciplined changes to item and bill of material
data is crucial to a smooth running manufacturing
environment.
With ECPlus, engineers can change data via an external
solution that allows documentation of the change and
controlled release of updates to XA via a gatekeeper.
Best fit: Companies running EPDM that would like to
add more control over engineering changes.
Typical Pain Points: Engineering changes that cause
destabilization of the manufacturing operation.

Design Group operates from 45+ offices in the US and India providing engineering, consulting, and technical services to the world’s leading
companies in the Food & Beverage, Life Sciences, Advanced Technology, Industrial, and other market sectors. Our nearly 1500 technical and
engineering experts have direct industry experience in industrial automation, control system integration, facility and process engineering,
architecture, construction management, regulatory compliance, enterprise technology, and other consulting services.
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